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Supply Lists for Classes at Houston International Quilt Festival 2016 

 

Design Principles and Elements for Quilters - Wed., Nov 2, 2-5pm  

 Supply List:  Glue Stick, Paper Scissors, Scotch Tape, Pencil, 6-12" Ruler   

 Materials Fee: $3.00 for paper kit to do exercises 

 

Shifting Perspectives Quilts- Fri., Nov.4, 2-5pm 

 Supply List: Pencil, Ball point pen or Extra Fine Sharpie, Sketchbook or several sheets of white  

              paper, Cutting mat (can be as small as 12"x18",) Cutting Ruler 6" X 18"-24",  

              Rotary cutter 

 Materials Fee:  $ 5 (discounted) for copy of Shifting Perspectives Book and Lens 

 

The Art of the Covered Button - Fri., Nov. 4, 6-9pm 

 Supply List: Ball point pen or Extra Fine Sharpie, Fabric Scissors (Small,)  Any interesting fabric  

   you want to use to cover buttons. 

 Materials Fee: $10 for kit of selected interfaced fabrics, covered button forms in a variety of  

   sizes (3 packages of your choice of sizes, each with 2-5 button forms included)  

   and plastic button bags.  More covered button forms available to purchase from 

   instructor if you want to do more. 

 

Improving the Checkerboard - Sat., Nov. 5, 9am-5pm with 2 hour lunch break 

 Supply List:  Rotary Cutter, 6" x 24" cutting ruler, 18" x 24" cutting mat, scissors, pins, Fabrics for  

   exercises: 2 fat quarters of medium contrasting values, 2 more fat quarters  

   same colors as previous 2 fat quarter but lighter values, 2 more fat quarters  

   with any contrast you like (high, medium or low,) various scraps in colors that  

   coordinate with the fat quarters but are color accents, an even width stripe of 2  

   colors at least 3/4" or wider stripes (some will be available to purchase if you  

   can't find any,) any other coordinating fabrics including plaids, checks or stripes. 

   Batiks, mottled solids or hand dyes work well as do prints in a variety of scales. 

 

Color Tools and Language for Quilters - Sun., Nov. 6, 9am-noon 

 Supply list:  Paper and fabric scissors, Glue stick, Scotch tape, Color Photograph with colors you  

   love, Color photograph of colors you don't love,  A  4" swatch of a multi- colored 

   print with colors you love, A  4" swatch of fabric with colors you don't like much.  

 Materials fee:  $15 for fabric kit for value charts   


